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INTRODUCTION
The Specialists1 Meeting on "Design Features Affecting the Dynamic

Behaviour of LMPBR Cores" was held at Rome, Casacoia, Italy, on
2-5 June, 1981. The meeting was sponsored by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) on the recommendation of the International Working
Group on Past Reactors (IWGPR). It was presided over by Prof. Renato
Martinelli of Italy and was attended by 25 participants and observers
from Belgium, Prance, Federal Republic of Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
the United Kingdom, the United States and two international organizations
CEC and IAEA.

The purpose of the meeting was to review and discuss the effects
induced by changes in some design characteristics on overall performances
and transient behaviour of fast reactor cores.

The main topics discussed in the four technical sessions were:

1. National Review Presentations. Identification of the key
issues to be considered in the following sessions.

2. Effects of design changes on performance characteristics.
Kinetics models and codes.

3. Evaluation and interpretation of reactivity coefficients.
Kinetics calculations for restrained and free-standing cores.

4. Comparison of the dynamic behaviour of homogeneous and hetero-
geneous cores.

During the meeting the papers (6 Overviews and 15 Topical) were
presented by the participants on behalf of their countries or organiza-
tions. Each presentation was followed by an open discussion on the
subject covered by the paper and summaries were drafted at the end of
each session. After the formal sessions were completed, a final
discussion session was held and general conclusions and recommendations
were reached by consensus. Session summaries, general conclusions and
recommendations, national review papers presented during the first session
as well as the agenda of the meeting and the list of participants are given
b,elow.

SUMMARY
Session 1. National Presentations. Identification of key issues.

(Chairman: Dr. K. W. Brindley)

Six national review papers were discussed in this session,
presented by Prance, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,
Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States of America.

Investigations carried out over the last few years in different
countries have not revealed any general criteria which could be
used by specialists of all countries for comparison of different
core concepts. Design objectives are influenced in many cases by
the philosophy which the licensing authorities adopt.

It was observed that presently the reference designs of medium-
size and large LMFBRs like BN-60O, CDPR, SNR-3OO, SHR-2, SUPERPHENIX-1,
MONJU and the Japanese "1000 MWe" reactor are all based on homo-
geneous cores. Heterogeneous designs are considered as alternatives
or cannot be ruled out for SNR-2, the 1000 MWe Japanese reactor and
CDPR. In the USA it is found that there are small safety advantages
to the heterogeneous core which it is thought would make it easier
to license, so heterogeneous core have been adopted in the USA as
the reference design.

Specialists from the United Kingdom, Prance, Italy and Japan
emphasized that any design changes specifically intended to mitigate
the consequences of whole core accidents should generally be strongly
biased towards the maintenance or improvement of other aspects such as
core performance, economics, breeding characteristics and reliability.
They believe there is as yet insufficient theoretical and experimental
evidence to form any firm conclusions regarding the improved overall
safety potential of heterogeneous designs, and that first of all, normal
operation conditions should be taken into account. The conclusion of
specialists of DeBeNe countries was that the basic requirements are:
reasonable flexibility to accommodate varying design requests; accept-
able economics; good dynamic behaviour in normal operation and excursion
accident prevention. It might become necessary to choose core concepts
which differ from today's conventional design in order to meet all these
requirements. Most preferred heterogeneous cores were similar, consist-
ing of a central island of breeder elements surrounded by rings of core
and breeder elements; usually, the breeder rings were broken.

Axially heterogeneous cores were not favoured because of the high
fuel inventory, loose neutronic coupling and safety problems on slump-
ing.

Further consideration of the relative merits of heterogeneous and
homogeneous cores was to be given in the succeeding Technical Sessions.



Other important topics recognised as meriting discussion in depth,
because there were diverse solutions, were as follows:

- core restraint systems

- engineering aspectB associated with schemes intended to improve
the safety of the reactor for highly improbable accidents.

It was appreciated that the expertise of the delegates may
not be adequate for an in depth discussion of these topics, but the
topics were highly relevant to the object of the Specialists'
Meeting.

It was thought that at least a statement of the national
proposals should be put on record.

Session II. Effects of design changes on performance character-
istics. Kinetics models and codes.
(Chairman:Dr. H. Spenke).

1. In two Japanese papers, the performances of homogeneous and
heterogeneous cores for a 1000 MWe LMFBR were compared. Both
core types are characterised by the same radial dimensions
(a design choice, as in the case of the DeBeNe SNR-2 project),
the pin diameter being the variable parameter (6.5 and 7.4 mm).

The authors concluded that:

- a rather large central breeder island is the generally
preferred heterogeneous layout with differently large breeder
islands distributed evenly over the core (like UK's CDFR, and
DeBeNE'S SNH-2);

- the fissile inventory of a heterogeneous core could be only
slightly higher (<v 5$) than that of a homogeneous core;

- the power distribution is more sensitive to burn-up and
control rod insertion in a heterogeneous core than in a
homogeneous core. The optimum power distribution requires
a vury refined insertion strategy for control rods, each of
them being at a different level.

2. The position of UK specialists on heterogeneous core concepts is
very skeptical:

- the only safety advantage is under HCDA conditions, and even
then the evidence is not conclusive;

- fissile core Doppler constants are reduced leading to reduced
self-protection. Therefore, attention should be concentrated
on the analysis of fast transient overpower accidents;

- basically, the performances of heterogeneous cores do not seem
to be attractive enough to justify the efforts involved in
such a radical design change.

3* Specialists of the United Kingdom have developed a restrained
core kinetics code (CRAFT) which calculates the dynamic behaviour
of a radial spoke and supplies:

- wrapper and pad temperatures;
- wrapper bowing;
- bowing reactivity effects;
- temperatures of fuel pins and cans, with associated feedback
reactivity effects.

The dimensions and time constants are taken into account, because
they are considered necessary for fast coolant temperature transients.

The mechanical model adopted in CRAFT is a simplified version of
the well known CRAMP code.



Session III. Evaluation and interpretation of reactivity
coefficients. Kinetics calculations for restrained
and free-standing cores.
(Chairman: Dr. I. Otake)

(*)
Seven papers were presented and discussed.

1. A French-Italian paper illustrated the methodology adopted
for the interpretation of reactivity measurements in critical
facilities with large Ha-voided regions and for the determina-
tion of bias factors to be applied to spectral and leakage reactiv-
ity components of the sodium void effect. "Die accuracy in the
calculations of the (whole core) void effect for SUPERPHENIX-1,
which has a homogeneous core, was assessed around 17/&> well within
design targets (20$). It was suggested that the uncertainties
might be quite larger when dealing with small voided zones.

2. The UK presented a paper dealing with certain safety considera-
tions of U-fines fuel. It has been proposed for the benefit of
fuel production to use U-fines fuel, consisting of a mixture of
fine particles of uranium and coarse particles of both plutonium
and uranium. ftie overall results of the analysis indicate that
the use of U-fines fuel may be expected to lead to some increase
in excursion yield.

3. As far as small experimental reactors are concerned, three
papers were tabled, dealing with:

- the model used for the calculation of reactivity coeffici-
ents of the 40 MWt PBTR (India), as well as some transient
calculations for a medium-size reactor;

- the results of some whole-core LOP calculations for the
120 MWt PEC (Italy);

- the interpretation of an anomalous behaviour of the power
coefficient which occurred during the power ascension tests
of the reactor JOYO (Japan). Bie anomaly consisted in a
40 ̂  reactivity loss when the reactor power was increased
from 50 to 75 W f° r the first time; the phenomenon was
observed only once and was irreversible. Various hypotheses
had been advanced to interpret the anomaly, and it was
shown that the«** 5 <"* axial fuel expansion measured in PIE
was sufficient to explain the phenomenon quantitatively.
This axial expansion appeared to have a reason for the fuel
temperature increase induced by fission gas release.

(*) Bie discussion of two papers (see par. 1 and 2) is included in
this summary, even if such papers were presented in different
sessions for the sake of convenience.

4. In connection with fuel expansion, a short UK paper reported
on early PPR design solutions which involved the insertion of
spacers in fuel pins, in order to obtain definite negative
reactivity coefficients from fuel expansion. A detailed analysis
of the overall effects of such solutions on core performance and
safety led the designers to abandon the idea of incorporating
spacers in the fuel pins.

5. A wide range of transient situations postulated for CIFR and
analysed by CRAFT calculations was presented in a UK paper, lhe
main objective of these calculations was to show that the multi-
level degree of redundancy in reactor trip protection is efficient
in preventing can failure (assumed to occur at 900°C). Bus
objective was achieved even in cases where pessimistic - and
possibly overly pessimistic - data were assumed for some kinetic
parameters.



Session IV. Comparison of the dynamic behaviour of homogeneous
and heterogeneous cores
(Chairman: Dr. G. Kayser)

1. Bowing behaviour due to distributions of channel power,
coolant flow ,duct wall temperature and fast neutron flui were
studied by Japanese specialists for three equilibrium cycles in
heterogeneous and homogeneous cores. The results of the calcula-
tions show that in the case of heterogeneous core both inward
and outward bowing of fuel assemblies are obtained, while outward
bowing is obtained in homogeneous core. The maximum forces, the
maximum stress and lateral displacement of core elements in
heterogeneous core are nearly the same as in homogeneous core.

In the discussion, the consideration was made that the
calculation of overall reactivity effect produced by bowing would
be very significant v-iformation. The authors regretted that the
results of such calculations (logically the next step in their
comparison work) could not be made available at the meeting because
of time shortage.

It was demonstrated by the Japanese specialists that the Doppler
constants are essentially the same for both core concepts, while
sodium void worth is 1.5$ lower in the heterogeneous core than in
the homogeneous core.

2. For particular conditions chosen for the simulation of transient
overpower accidents in heterogeneous cores investigated in Japan for
a 1000 MWe reactor, the accident is terminated by localized fuel
dispersion into coolant prior to significant addition of sodium void
reactivity from fuel assemblies, and the maximum net reactivity is
about $ 0.6. Thus, the energetic HCDA can be avoided. Under the
same assumptions for a homogeneous core the ne4- reactivity increases
rapidly after the initiation of fuel-coolant interaction and the
accident proceeds to produce an energetic HCBA. For particular
conditions chosen for the simulation of a loss-of-flow transient, the
accident proceeds to the energetic HCDA for both heterogeneous and
homogeneous reactor.

U.SiA. specialists believe that a lower sodium void reactivity
and a greater incoherence in voiding for heterogeneous cores lead
to a relatively benign energetics in most loss-of-flow and transient
overpower accident sequences.

3. Kinetics calculations by U.S.A. specialists indicate that the
space-time effect becomes more important for heterogeneous core
configurations and that the peak power increases for heterogeneous
cores are slightly higher than for homogeneous cores in cases of
1, 2 and 5 £ sec (ramp) and of 60 /& (step) reactivity insertions.

4. As a result of investigations of low-void cores including
heterogeneous core, a statement of UK specialists was presented
concerning the comparison of heterogeneous and homogeneous cores.
Estimates of tripped temperatures in the loss-of-electrics faults
show that low void cores suffer no significant disadvantage
relative to the conventional core design. Tripped temperatures
are worsened in refuelling and rod runaway faults but the dis-
advantage may be nullified in the latter by slowing down the rate
of rod withdrawal.

5. Participants agreed on a general remark about comparisons
between behaviours of homogeneous and heterogeneous cores:

"All these comparisons, although very interesting and instructive,
are most unlikely to lead to any clear preference for either
concept. In fact, these analyses lack general validity because
of two main limitations:

1) the designs and caa&tiaw chosen for the comparisons are
always well defined, hence not representative of all reactor
types.

2) the comparisons are made for a limited number of particular
situations which are not necessarily the most important to
be considered".



General Session. Conclusions and Recommendations
(Chairman: Dr. Y. I. Chang)

1. Introduction

This Specialists' Meeting dealt with safety, neutronics of
safety-related parameters and design features affecting the
dynamic behaviour of FBR cores.

The design of a reactor involves interplay of many disciplines,
requiring a systems approach, and final design depends on the design
objectives, criteria adopted and various constraints applied. Hence,
it is not possible to develop specific recommendations on the desir-
able design features, and this was not the goal of this meeting. The
goal of this Specialists* Meeting was to enhance the understanding of
this complex interplay through the review of technical papers presented
and exchange of ideas.

2. Design and safety objectives

In the discussion, it was stressed that the desirable core
characteristics in terms of dynamic response depend largely - and
sometimes even contradictorily - on the objectives to be achieved.
The attempt was made to identify some possible objectives and to
associate general recommendations to each of them.

- Objectives relevant to normal and upset operation. Most
efforts should be concentrated on the development and implementa-
tion of a reliable shut-down system and engineering safeguards.
Primary importance must be given to plant design to achieve these
objectives.

Only if a hypothetical failure to scram had to be postulated,
the following objectives might become relevant:

- First, one should make provision to achieve some inherent
safety by emphasizing self-protection features capable of
preventing power excursions in the transient situations to
be considered.

- In cases where these features are inadequate, the next step
should be to calculate the energy yields of the accidents
considered, to try to minimise such yields by adopting proper
design solutions, and, finally, to rely on the containment
capabilities of the vessel.

A clear definition of the objectives to be pursued is also
necessary to assess the amount of research and development efforts
needed for design and safety studies.

3. Comparisons; homogeneous vs. heterogeneous

Considering the comparisons between the dynamic behaviours of
homogeneous and heterogeneous cores, the participants agreed on the
conclusion that all these comparisons, although very interesting and
instructive, did not provide sufficient evidence to form any firm
conclusions regarding the improved overall safety potential of hetero-
geneous designs. In fact, the analysis lacks general validity because
of two main limitations:

a) the designs and conditions chosen for the comparisons are
always well defined, hence not representative of all reactor
types,

b) the comparisons are made for a limited number of particular
situations which are not necessarily the most important to
be considered.

4. Accuracies on reactivity coefficients

The uncertainties on the main core parameters which influence
the transient and accidental core behaviour (sodium void and Doppler
reactivity coefficients, control rod worths) are presently considered
to be acceptable for the purpose of dynamics studies. Some improvements
on the accuracies are expected from the completion of the interpreta-
tions of the experiments that have been - and are still being - made in
fast critical facilities (e.g., BIZET, RACIBE and ZPPR programmes).

5. Core restraints systems

It was observed that restraint systems were proposed for most
future designs to limit radial movement of the tops of subassemblies,
but the schemes proposed were different. Studies of the dynamic
response of these systems aroused considerable interest. Therefore,
it is recommended that the IWGFR organise a Specialists1 Meeting on the
bowing behaviour of fast reactor cores. This SM should not be held
before the second half of 1982 and should cover the following subjects:

A. Methods for mechanics and reactivity calculations.

B. Verification and qualification of methods by

- benchmark calculations, and

- evaluation and recalculation of out-of-pile experiments and
reactor operation data,

C. Concept studies: evaluation of mechanical and nuclear properties cf
different restraint systems

D. Requirements and criteria for core restraint systems.
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DESIGN FEATURES AFFECTING
DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR
OF FAST REACTOR CORES
Overview paper

G. KAYSER, A. GOURIOU
Commissariat a l'energie atomique,
Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Cadarache,
Departement des reacteurs a neutrons rapides,
St Paul-lez-Durance, France

I - GENERAL

The study of dynamic response of an LMFBR to normal and acci-

dental transients needs first of all a simulation code taking into

account all the important effects. The DYN-1 code aims at this

target. If represents with a sufficiently accurate meshing the

core in a 2D geometry for the thermal and reactivity effects, while

the kinetics of this core are calculated with a point model. The

primary pool, secondary loops, steam generator are also repre-

sented, as well as the control and protective systems. Figure 1

gives a schematic representation of this code applied to Super

Phenix 1. Simpler codes are sometimes good enough for parametric

studies.

The dynamic studies of this plant are related to different

situations which can be classified in the following groups :

- normal operation ; the stability of the reactor in a steady

state situation, or with power or frequency regulation,

- the normal transients from one power level to another (startup
procedures),

- the incidental situations, with the protective shut-down systems

operative (for instance loss of electric supply power),

- the hypothetical accidental situations without scram.

The first three groups of problems arise necessarily in the

study of each plant ; the last group is related to very hypothe-

tical situations, the probability of which can be made very low

by a high reliability of the shut-down system. Also the need to

study them depends on this reliability and subsequently on the

philosophy which the licensing authorities adopt.

II - REACTIVITY EFFECTS

If the study of the dynamic behaviour is specially focused

on the core, the different mechanisms playing a role in reacti-

vity are of prime importance.

First, it is necessary to know the neutronic reactivity

coefficients related to all the meshes of the core (pcm/atom) for

the different materials, as well as the Doppler coefficient. These

are neutronic data which are certainly hard to know, but whose

accuracy we do not discuss here.

The use of these coefficients to determine the global effects

of the different physical mechnisms is the next step.

Taking into account the sodium expansion effect presents no

major problem, neither does the thermal expansion of the grid

plate, of the d a d s and of the hexcans, except for the bowing

effect.

This latter effect is due to the contact of the different

hexcans at the level of the pads, so that a temperature rise at X
>t h i s l e v e l leads to a general expansion o f the co re . The d e t e r m i - O

nat ion o f t h i s expansion needs to take i n t o account the mechani- O j

cal r e s t r a i n t s by the ne igbour ing hexcans, as we l l as the f i x a - ^

t i o n i n the g r i d p l a t e . The thermal deformat ion o f the hexcans ^

as wel l as swe l l i ng a lso p lay an impor tan t r o l e . Because ot the



non symetric geometry of the core structure, this analysis needs
a complicated 3D mechanical code. It can be expected that the
influence of the restraints and the thermal deformation is im-
portant, especially for large flat cores.

The evaluation of the Doppler effects needs an accurate
knowledge of the fuel temperatures during the whole transient,
and this passes through the gap conductance.

At the steady state conditions before the transient, this
gap conductance depends mainly on the burn-up in the different
meshes. But during the transient, as sodium temperatures and
linear power may vary in different ways, the gap geometry varies
.also according to the thermal expansions of the different mate-
rials, and its conductance depends moreover on the quantity of
fission gas inside the pin.

So, for instance, in a transient where the clad temperature
increases faster than the fuel temperature (LOF without scram ;

'Na increases whereas the reactivity feed-back effects decrease
the power ; see example later) the differential thermal expansion
between clad and fuel opens the gap, and an additional thermal
resistance has to be taken into account.

As fission gas has a much lower thermal conductivity as the
He fill up gas, this additional thermal resistance increases
with the burn-up.

The expansion of fuel may depend either on its own tempera-
ture, (free fuel) either on that of the clad, if fuel is consi-
dered linked to the clad at high burn-up.

The differential expansion between control rods and the
vessel is also an important effect but with a rather long time
constant. This can be determined by transient thermal analysis.

The influence of the above described effects is shown on
some examples of protected and unprotected transients.
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III - ANALYSIS OF SOME PROTECTED AND UNPROTECTED TRANSIENTS

111.1/ Protected transients

As an example, we study an accidental situation corres-
ponding to the total rupture of one pipe connecting a primary
pump to the core diagrid, out of a total of 8. The hydraulic
consequence is a rapid decrease of the primary flow through the
core, from 100 % to 45 % in two seconds; Figure 2 gives the evolu-
tions of the important parameters.

Scram is produced by the core outlet temperature wich
rises very quickly so that it's trip-level is reached after 3
seconds. The maximum temperature reached at the outlet of the
hot assembly is -v. 715*C.

This sodium temperature increase produces very quickly
a positive reactivity leading to a power increase (+ 4X).

We see that the Doppler effect has a favorable limiting
effect, as it gives a negative reactivity and a decrease of power.
But the presence of the safety trip-levels complicates the beha-
viour. For example, with a reduced Doppler effect, we could
expect (non realistic assumption) a greater increase in reactivity
and in power but we would reach very rapidly the positive reac-
tivity trip-level that would produce the scram.

So in this case, the temperature rise would be smaller.
(With Doppler reduced to 50%, T m a x = 660°C and with Doppler = 0,

max
640°C).



111.2/ Unprotected transients

As another example, we analyse the behaviour of SPX 1

during the transient "total loss of electric supply without scram

but with Diesels start up at 15% of primary and secondary Flow".

This stability can be shown using a dynamic code , cal-

culating the response to small pertubances. We can say that all

the negative effects are favorable (Doppler, expansion of fuel

and rods, pads) whereas an unfavorable effect is the positive

sodium effect.
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The primary pumps' halving time is equal to 50 seconds,

the physic constants of the core are taken at the equilibrium at

the- begining of cycle.

At the loss of electric supply, the primary and secon-

dary flow decrease, the core outlet temperatures increase, and

the feed-back reactivity effects produce a power decrease.

The maximum core outlet temperatures are reached at

the start up of the Diesels, (T _„ hot assembly = 830°C). We see

that the most important negative effect is the differential

expansion between core and rods ; this effect works because of

the large halving time of the pumps. As power decreases, the

Doppler effect is positive ; we calculated that with a reduced

Doppler effect (50%) the maximum' temperature at the outlet of

the hot assembly would be reduced to 775°C.

With end of cycle conditions, the behaviour of the

core will be different, and we may expect higher temperatures.

IV - DESIRABLE FEED-BACK CHARACTERISTICS

IV.1/ Normal operation

The feed-back characteristics insure the stability of

the reactor in normal operation, either at constant nominal power

as well as with power regulation.

IV.2/ Safety considerations

The necessity or desirability of feed-back caracteris-

tics for safety considerations depends largely on the objectives

which are pursued and on the general philosophy adopted by the

licensing authorities. Do we consider safety essentially in the

presence of a reliable control and shut-down system, or have we

to consider a failure of these shutdown systems ? In the latter

case, do we want to limit the consequences of an HCDA ,for instance

limit the energy release, or do we want to have an intrinsic

safety so that a stable and safe situation can be reached without

any core disruption ?

Because of the contradictory character of the desirable

feed-back characteristics depending on the objective, we would'

first give the principal emphasis to the core in normal and inci-

dental situations (for instance, a negative Doppler).

If furthermore we would like to achieve supplementary

safety against hypothetical accidental situations, we probably

could find this safety with design features around the core, as

pump inertia, rod expansion (thermal or hydraulic). But all these

features, besides their theoretical interest, need development

s.tudies and experiments and create their own problems, and one

has to be \ery cautions not to introduce new draw backs for normal

operation.
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STATUS REVIEW OF LARGE FAST REACTOR
CORE DESIGNS AND THEIR DYNAMICS
RELATED FEATURES

H. SPENKE
Interatom Bergisch Gladbach,
E. KIEFHABER
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
Federal Republic of Germany

1. Introduction

Since several years conventional and unconventional concepts

of large fast reactor cores have been investigated in the

Federal Republic of Germany at INTERATOM and Kernforschungs-

zentrum Karlsruhe. The work was performed jointly with

Belgonucleaire (Belgium).

Basically, the studies were aimed at the determination of

the performance potential of different core concepts for

large fast reactors. Thus the following points were con-

sidered

power distribution

neutron fluence and residence time

doubling time

- uranium ore consumption

- dynamics and safety related features

- economics

cooling strategy

core element bowing behaviour.
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In this paper, the state of the analysis will be presented

with emphasis on those points relevant for this meeting.

However, we have to make clear, that dynamic and accident

studies are still under way and that we are not yet able

to cover these aspects in a quantitative manner. This is

due to the fact, that the efforts in the DeBeNe-countries

have been concentrated on the work necessary for being

granted the different licenses for SNR 300, cur fast breeder

prototype reactor near Kalkar. As we expect to obtain these

important licenses at the beginning of 1982, an increased

man power can be devoted to studies of dynamic and safety

problems of large fast cores from that time on.

These studies have to fit into the planning recently announced

by the utility ESK who will be ordering SNR 2, the first

demonstration breeder reactor of Germany, Belgium, Netherlands

and France. The planning calls for concept

decisions in 1983, leading to an engineering contract for

SNR 2 in 1983/1984. Accordingly we shall have to complete

and evaluate the ongoing core concept investigations till

1983 resulting in a subsequent final choice.

2. Scope of studies

The concepts analysed so far range from different homoge-

neous cores, axially and radially heterogeneous cores, step

cores, modular cores to moderated cores. Nuclear, thermo-

hydraulical and mechanical properties were evaluated and

compared with each other.

o
M •

O !

The present status allows to indicate more or less quanti-

tatively the different merits and disadvantages of the

concepts considered. None of them is able to claim positive

aspects exclusively, but some of them show flexibility



potential to satisfy a certain range of requested perfor-

mance features. In this chapter we shall review the diffe-

rent designs and their properties,except for dynamics features,

which will be treated in the next chapter.

Homogeneous cores

There is a reference homogeneous core design for SNR 2

described f. i. in C^J> which is rather conventional

in featuring a cylindrical core with 2 enrichment zones

and a 95 cm active height (see figure 1). This core has

been analysed in detail with respect to neutronics and

thermohydraulics, the results being gathered in tables

1 and 2 (HOM 1).

In addition to the HOM 1 core, other trends in homo-

geneous core design are being looked at:

fuel subassemblies providing low sodium volume ratios

to improve the void-reactivity

high fuel volume ratio subassemblies with larger

active fissile height for better economics and

designs with a reduction of the fairly large number

of absorber subassemblies.

All trends can be combined in one new fuel subassembly and core

design, but so far only first results can be presented today

(HOM F in tables 1 and 2).

Radially heterogeneous cores were studied very much in de-

tail, leading to a reference core named HET 1 £2, 3 J. The

geometrical layout is shown in figure 2 and the nuclear and

thermohydraulic data are listed in tables ;1 and 2. This de-

sign aimed at a compromise between improved power distribu-

tion and irradiation damage, increased breeding gain and

reduced void effect.

Due to the pronounced power swing of the internal fertile

subassemblies, a certain penalty in the core thermohydrau-

lics has to be accepted. If identical reactor coolant mass

flows and temperature rises are requested, a large effort

in the optimisation of the cooling strategy has to be

invested.

Thermal striping is not a problem principaly new for hetero-

geneous cores; it does always exist near absorber subassem-

blies, and at zone boundaries. There may, however, be a

difference in the number of subassemblies being affected.
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Axially heterogeneous cores were also analysed on a basis

common with the designs described earlier. Breeder slices

of different height in the inner and outer enrichment zones

were chosen and their consequences on the core properties

evaluated. In table 1 (HET A) the range of designs are listed

together with the respective nuclear results. The obvious im-

provements in power form factor and irradiation damage are

counterbalanced by further findings, which indicate, that

absorber shut down worth and the dependence of the power

form factor on absorber insertion are comparable to the si-

tuation in homogeneous cores only, if the breeder slices

are not larger than 20 cm. Above that value, these two

aspects are deteriorating very quickly in consequence of

the weak neutronic coupling. Some studies on modular cores

and step cores show rather high similarity with heteroge-

neous cores, so that they are not discussed separately.



Moderated cores

In order to reduce the void effect and, at the same time,

increase the Doppler effect, different materials like BeO,

ZrH ,_, UZrH and UH3 were placed into pins of fuel subassem-

blies of the inner enrichment zone, the ratio between modera-

tor and total number of pins (fuel + moderator) varying be-

tween 1,5 and 15 %. The general nuclear results are given in

table 1 (MOD).

The irradiation damage for the same residence time is reduced

by up to 25 %.

3. Dynamics related features

This part of our paper will inform about the dynamic related

core properties of the designs discussed in the preceding

chapter. We shall look at sodium density and void reactivi-

ties, Doppler constants, clad steel loss reactivities, fuel

density reactivity and bowing reactivities. These values are

playing a significant role in determining the dynamic core

behaviour under normal as well as under abnormal operational

conditions including hypothetical excursion accidents. The

data, as far as available are listed in table 3.

It seems, that we can draw some conclusions from the diffe-

rences between the standard homogeneous and heterogeneous

cores. With respect to void reactivity, heterogeneous cores

look quite attractive. As for Doppler constants, the hetero-

geneous core is worse, looking at the fissile regions and

comparable looking at the whole core. The clad steel loss

reactivities are lower for the fissile core and comparable

for the whole core. For the bowing reactivity, no quantitave

results for HET 1 are available, however, a more negative

reactivity than in HOM 1 is expected. Combining all this,

we expect no definite advantages of the dynamics of the

HET 1 core, on the contrary, the lower Doppler constants may

result in a less favourable normal and abnormal operation.
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The HOM 1 core has been studied for hypothetical loss of flow

accidents with fast pump coast-down. Preliminary results were

given in [ 4 // indicating that

under best estimate conditions only low energy releases

with practically no mechanical loads for the tank will

occur,

under pessimistic assumptions for parameter and modelling,

Na boiling with subsequent void effect induced excursions

will happen and lead to appreciable work energy potential

calculated from isentropic fuel expansion.

As far as the other designs are concerned, we feel less able

to judge on their dynamic behaviour. From the available figures

we do not see advantages in the axially heterogeneous designs

and the promising figures of the moderated core design are

counterbalanced by the special positive hydrogen loss reacti-

vity, which might have to be expected at very high coolant

temperatures (emergency conditions, excursion accident).

In the near future, the efficiency of various design options

(core, grid, restraint systems and piping) to prevent power

excursions for hypothetical accidents will be analysed.

Outlook

It is intendend to complete the core design studies, to add dyna-

mic and excursion accident analysis and to select subsequently

that type of core design for SNR 2 which will be able to satisfy

the basic requirements of

reasonable flexibility to accommodate varying design requests

acceptable economics

good normal dynamic behaviour and

- excursion accident prevention.
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The plant design aims at mitigating the mechanical load of HCDAs

and will try to exclude energetic whole core accidents with corres-

ponding implications for the boundary conditions for core design and

performance. In this context, it might be necessary to choose core

concepts, which differ from todays conventional design in order to

fulfil all dynamics and safety related features.
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Table 1: Nuclear data
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Power /~MWth_7

Active fissile height £~cm_7

Axial blanket thickness CcmZJ

Breeder slice thickness £~cmj

Outer radial blanket radius ZT cm J7

Residence time /~EFPDJ7

Maximum linear rating in fuel
pins £~W/cm_7

Maximum linear rating in internal
breeder pins Z~W/cm_7

Power form factor

Enrichment £"Pu/Pu+Uj7

Pu-Inventory Z~tJ7

Breeding ratio

Absorber worth Z~% AR.17
- control rods
- secondary shutdown rods

Neutron fluence E0t Z~1023MeV/cm2J

HOM 1

3420

95

2 x 40

-

255

540

415

-

1.65

0.163/0.227

7.0

1.15

9.4
3.1

1.2

0

HOM F

3650

95

2 x 40

-

313

1440

450

-

-

.136/0.161

11.9

1.22

1.9

HET 1

3420

95

2 x 40

-

255

540

415

364

1 .60

0.235

7.7

1 .23

8.0
3.1

1.1

1

0
0

1

HET

3650

95 -

A

115

2 x 30-40

0 -

255

820

450

-

.41 -

.19-0.

.19-0.

7.4 -

.24 -

-

1 .7

60

1.62

285/
276

8.6

1.26

MOD

3650

95

2 x 40

-

255 -

820

450

-

"-1.6 -

0.154-0
0.196-0

7.4 -

1.21 -

_

1 .4

262

1 .7

.177/

.241

8.4

1.00
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Table 2: Thermohydraulic data

Number of cooling groups:

- fuel subassemblies

- breeder subassemblies

Mass flow rates £~kq/sj:

- fuel subassemblies

- internal breeder subassemblies

- central breeder subassemblies

- radial breeder subassemblies

- total core

Coolant temperature rise Z~K_7:

- fuel subassemblies

- internal breeder subassemblies

- central breeder subassemblies

- radial breeder subassemblies

- total core

Pressure losses £~bar_7

- fuel subassembly

- total core

HOM 1

12

4

15308

-

-

1254

18000

171 - 170

-

-

44 - 56

150

2.83

3.35

HOM F

< 5

HET 1

10

10

13525

1710

387

1369

18000

172 - 170

144 - 140

70 - 100

59 - 77

150

2.93

3.5



Table 3: Reactivity values significant for dynamic behaviour
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Max. positive void reactivity Ct> 3

- core

- internal fertile regions

- core + axial blanket

Total positive void reactivity C$J

- core

- internal fertile regions

- core + axial blanket

Doppler constants Z~10~3 f ^ 7

- core

- internal fertile regions

- core + axial blankets

Clad steel loss reactivity C$D

- core

- internal fertile regions

- core + axial blankets

Bowing reactivity £"cts/100 % AT^7

Hydrogen loss C$3

HOM 1

4.55

-

4.55

4.16

-

3.79

- 5.8

-

- 6.48

6.03

-

5.71

- 10

HET 1

2.45

0.90

3.35

2.09

0.82

2.55

- 3.9

- 2.46

- 6.87

4.43

1.42

5.54

HET A

2.6 - 4.4

1.5 - 2.6

4.1 - 7.0

2.35 - 4.2

1.5 - 2.6

3.85 - 6.8

- (3.8 - 6.2)

- (4.0 - 2.2)

- (5.2 - 7.1)

MOD

3.2 - 4.05

-

3.2 - 4.05

- (12.3 - 6.4)

up to ^6
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REVIEW OF LMFBR DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR
STUDIES AT CNEN, ITALY

A. GALATI
CNEN, Dipartimento Ricerca Tecnologica,
CSN Casaccia, Roma

R. MARTINELLI, R. TAVONI
CNEN, Dipartimento Reattori Veloci,
Bologna, Italy

Dynamics studies on LMFBR cores are carried out

at CNEN in two different frameworks:

- the design of the core of PEC, a 400-liter, 120 MWth

Fast Fuel Element Test Reactor commissioned by CNEN

to the Italian company NIRA

- the research and development cooperation agreement

on Fast Reactors, signed in 1974 with the CEA (France)

The transients of the driver and test regions of PEC

are calculated routinely and submitted to the Italian

Regulatory Commission (DISP) as a part of the documenta

tion required for licensing. It is not surprising to

see that obsolete versions of SAS and CAPRI codes are

still in use for these calculations. In fact, most core

characteristics(in particular, subassembly geometry and

mechanical constraints) were defined at an early stage

of the PEC project, and were not subjected to substantial

modifications in the following years/1/.

A notable exception is represented by a key design tea

ture: the fuel composition and enrichment, which has evol^

ved rather dramatically in recent years.Actually, three

solutions have been studied (one with enriched uranium and

two with mixed U/Pu oxides); a detailed analysis has been

made of the effects of the neutron parameters pertinent

to these solutions on the transient bahaviour of the fuel

elements of the driver region.

As far as the cooperation with CEA is concerned, it

must be remembered that CNEN is not directly involved in

the design of SUPERPHENIX 1, but collaborates in the stu-

dies for the development of advanced concepts (radially

heterogeneous cores). In this field, however, emphasis has

been placed so far on steady state performance intercompa-

risons between homogeneous and heterogeneous cores, without

analysing dynamic implications in any significant details.

In a recent CEA/CNEN optimisation study /2/> the sensi-

tivities of some basic quantities like fuel inventory

doubling time and average burn-up of discharged

subassemblies, to design parameter variations in both

22
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homogeneous and heterogeneous systems/ have been investi^

gated. The parametric study has led to the conclusion

that the differences between the parameters of the two

core concepts are highly insensitive to plant power and

fuel height, while the increase of the pin diameter from

5.5 to 7.2 mm affects the performances of both cores in

much the same, well known way (higher breeding gains and

longer cycles are traded off with larger critical masses

and lower burnups).

These types of studies - although hardly relevant in

the context of this meeting - are worth mentioning becau

se they constitute a first step towards more comprehensive

analyses - to be started in the near future - which will

include the sensitivity of safety-related parameters (so

dium void effect) to selected design parameters such as

fuel pin diameters, fertile to fissile ratios (in hetero

geneous cores), refueling and reshuffling schemes, etc.

These new studies will also benefit from the expe-

rience gained in assessing the uncertainties associated

to the calculations of sodium void reactivities. In fact,

the confidence in the extrapolation of the results

of voided-region critical experiments to core de-

sign, seems significantly improved /3/.

In the field of safety analysis, considerable ef_

forts have been and are being spent at CNEN for the

development of efficient calculational tools for plant

simulation, with particular emphasis on the modelling

of the phenomena involved in core transient behaviour.

The 2-dimension dynamics code NADYP /4/, developed

in the early seventies, has been widely tested - and

intercompared with the French SURDYN - in the analysis

of whole-core and localized (central) accidents for

SUPERPHENIX-type core configurations. However, the

treatment of whole-core accidents in heterogeneous

systems and of off-center local accidents in both co

re concepts requires a 3-D code: actually,such a code

(EDIPO) is presently under advanced development at

CNEN, CSN Casaccia.

Main features of EDIPO are:

- completely modular structure

- calculations, both direct and perturbative, of global

and local reactivity coefficients related to actual

operating conditions (non-isothermal core, inserted

control rods, burnt-up fuel, etc.)

- a choice of four models (voiding, single-bubble,

spring, two-phase homogeneous) for sodium boiling
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- explicit representation of clad motion and fuel

dispersion

- point or metastatic neutron kinetics with built-in

calculation of reactivity coefficients

- a very efficient numerical approach in the treatment

of single-phase thermohydraulics.

A few modules of the code are already operating and

have been used in safety calculations for representa-

tive LMFBR core configurations. Most recent.applica-

tions consist of parametric studies of:

1) the effects of different enrichment ratios between

outer and inner regions, on the sodium void coef-

ficient in a large fast core ( these effects were

shown to be insignificant at all stages of fuel

burnup);

2) the influence of thermal-hydraulic characteristics

of cooling ducts, on the energetics of a whole-core

LOP.

When completed, EDIPO is expected to become the

CEA-CNEN reference code for the analysis of the

dynamic behaviour of commercial LMFBRs.
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REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES IN JAPAN

I. OTAKE
Power Reactor and Nuclear

Fuel Development Corporation,
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan

The fast breeder reactor development project in Japan

has been in progress through operation of the experimental

fast reactor JOYO, design of the prototype fast breeder re-

actor MONJU and related R & D works. JOYO began operation

in mid-1977, increased power from 50 MWt to 75MWt in July

1979 and operation cycles at 75MWt are continued at present.

With respect to MONUU, which is a 300 MWe plant, progress

toward construction has been made and the safety review are

started by the concerned authorities.

Conceptual design studies of large demonstralion fast

breeder reactor are also being made by PNC. It is a 1000 MWe,

loop type plant.

In JOYO, the power coefficient anomaly occured when the

power was raised initially from 50 MWt to 75 MWt after 2 cycles'

operation at 50 MWt power. The following characteristics

were observed:

(1) A reactivity loss larger than predicted occured when

power was initially increased from 50 MWt to 75 MWt.

25
(2) This anomaly occured only once, irreversibly and has

not been observed in any subsequent power increases

from 50 MWt to 75 MWt.

(3) This reactivity loss was approximately 40 fb at 250° C

isothermal condition.

(4) The absolute value of the power coefficient and its

dependence on the power level were different before

and after this anomalous reactivity loss.

This phenomenon has not been anticipated from the core

design or from core characteristic test results. To in-

vestigate causes of the anomaly, several factors were con-

sidered, as follows:

o Composition change of fuel pellet (removal of posi-

tion reactivity components)

o Cracking of fuel pellet (heterogeneous effect, thermal

conductivity change)

o Elongation of effective fuel length (stack height)

o Abnormal behavior of Control Rod Drive Mechanism or

control rod (B4C pellet)

o Increase of effectiv diameter of core (deflection of

core fuel assembly or displacement of fuel pin bundle)

Through the detailed as the most probable cause of the

anomaly. This judgement is based on the fact that the post

irradiation examination of irradiated fuels in JOYO showed

the pellet stack elongation of 3 to 5 mm, which corresponds

O
M
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to 40 £ reactivity loss. Also, analysis of the fuel ir-

radiation behavior showed that fuel temperature rise due

to threshold-type fission product gas release from fuel

pellets increase in power coefficient.

At present, the JOYO is continuing duty cycle operations

at 75 MWt. A difference in power coefficient between begin-

ning of cycle (BOC) and end of cycle (EOC) is observed with

reactivity recovery in this duty cycle operation. Those

phenomena are considered to be related to the anomaly.

The present data and calculation method give a calcula-

tion-to-experiment (.C/E) ratio of 0.97 for the isothermal

temperature coefficient. But the power coefficients are

underestimated around 10% by the calculation and disagree-

ment with measurements becomes large at a higher power

range.

For MONJU, the temperature coefficients and the reactiv-

ity due to core bowing have been assessed to improve accuracy

of the predicted power coefficients. The results of analyses

for mock-up experiments such as MOZART and some PCA series,

and for SEFOR experiments have been used to predict the most

probable values and the uncertainties of the various tempera-

ture coefficients. The C/E values of 0.97 to 1.16 obtained

for the sample worths of 2 3 9Pu, 2 4 1Pu, 2 3 5U and 2 3 8U, of

0.86 to 1.18 for structural materials and of 0.70 to 0.33

for a coolant material (sodium) are within 30% error band,

which is set up in the design. For Doppler coefficients,

small sample Doppler measurements yielded D/E values in the

range of 0.89 to 1.02 with an average value of 0.92.

Analyses of SEFOR superprompt critical experiemnt yielded

C/E values of 0.88 with a standard deviation of ± 0.12.

A three-dimensional diffusion theory perturbation code

has been utilized to calculate the reactivity effects of

three-dimensional core deformation caused by fuel and struc-

tural material displacements, sodium redistribution due to

these displaceme-ts and swelling-creep phenomena of structural

materials. The bowing behaviors of fuel assemblies in the

core were obtained by three-dimensional bowing calculations.

Results of the analyses were agreed within 15% with those

performed by the code system combinning a single row bowing

and two-dimensional R-Z reactivity calculations. The rates

of bowing reactivity in power coefficients are 2 to 7% in

JOYO and below 10% in MONJU.

For sodium void reactivity, the measured data in fast

critical assemblies were fitted by multipling the calcualted

non-leakage term by 1.12 and the leakage term by 0.88, in the

case that anisotropic diffusion coefficients by Benoist were

used. The reactivity insertion was also calculated for

hydraulic control rod vibrations, because this was thought

as one of major disturbance in normal operations.



For the large demonstration reactor of 1000 MWe, a

homogeneous reactor was taken into consideration as refer-

ence design. Design studies were performed to clarify the

relations between several important core characteristics

and various design parameters. The physics problems includ-

ing optimization of doubling time and core inventory, selec-

tion of contrjl-rod patterns and control strategy to minimize

local power peaking and to maintain power flattening, and

sensitivity studies of disassembly energy at both LOF and

TPO accidents as a function of sodium-void reactivity.

The heterogeneous core design studies were also performed

for 100 MWe power plant. The purpose of the design studies

was to investigate the feasibility of replacing the homo-

geneous core arrangement with heterogeneous cores without

violating the size of core diameter, power, coolant flow

rate and refueling interval. Two types of heterogeneous

reactors are studied. The one uses the same driver fuel

pin diameter (6.5mm) as prototype reactor MONJU and the other

uses the same fuel pin diameter (7.4mm) as the reference

homogeneous reactor.

The objectives and criteria are as follows;

(1) A compound system doubling time of 25 and 20 years or

less for the heterogeneous core with 6.5 and 7.4 mm

fuel pins, respectively,

(2) low sodium void worth of about $2.5,

(3) the core discharged average exposure of about 80,000

MWD/T, and

(4) maximum linear heat rating of 360 to 430 w/cm for the

core with 6.5 and 7.4mm fuel pins, respectively.

The heterogeneous core layout was determined with

the result of considerable studies to suppress the peak

linear powers under the design limitaion through operating

cycles, while achivihg the required control rod worth and

doubling time. The main features obtained from these

studies are as follows;

(1) The doubling time in the heterogeneous reactor is re-

latively independent of fuel rod size,

(2) The fissible inventory of the heterogeneous core with

6.5mm fuel pins is nearly the same as the homogeneous

reactor, however the inventory of the heterogeneous

core with 7.4mm fuel pins is about 7% larger than the

homogeneous reactor,

(3) The sodium void reactivity in the heterogeneous core

is about 60% of the homogeneous reactor, and

(4) The total doppler feedback constant for the heterogeneous

and homogeneous reactors are nearly the same.

The change of power distributions with fuel burnup and

control rod operation was investigated in both heterogeneous

and homogeneous reactors. As the fuel burnup proceeds in the
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heterogeneous reactor, the power fraction in the center re-

gion of the core increases gradually and the power shape at

the end of cycle is flattened through the whole core region

without control rod insertion. This means that the power

shape at the beginning of cycle must be flattened only with

the control rod insertion located in the outer core region.

The sensitiveness of power change due to fuel burnup and

control rod operation in the heterogeneous core is greater

than in the homogeneous reactor.

The core bowing behaviour in the heterogeneous and homo-

geneous reactor was calculated through fuel burnup cycle by

a three-dimensional structural analysis code. In case of

heterogeneous reactor, inward and outward bowing of fuel

assemblies was obtined, while the preferred outward bowing

was obtained in homogeneous reactor. However, the maximum

contact force between core elements, the maximum bending

stress of duct, the maximum displacement of control rod guide

tube and the maximum permanent deformation of fuel assmblies

in heterogeneous reactor are nearly the same as in homogeneous

reactor.

The boiling, fuel slumpoing and FCI sequence in TOP and

LOF accidents were analyzed by SAS-3D and VENUS code for

both heterogeneous and homogeneous reactor. As the internal

blanket assemblies have a lower heat flux and a longer time

constant that the fuel assemblies, it is expected that the

hypothetical accident will be termiated by fuel dispersion

prior to significant addition of sodium void reactivity

from the internal blankets even if the internal blanket

assemblies have the same power to flow ratio as fuel as-

semblies. Thus the effective distructive energy in the

heterogeneous reactor will be smaller than the homogenous

reactor.

To improve the calcualtion-to-experiment differences

for important physics parameters measured in large fast

critical assemblies such as ZPPR-9 and 10, present data

and calcualtion methods are being examined. A more refined

analysis is also used to resolve many of these discrepancies.
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DESIGN FACTORS AFFECTING DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR
OF FAST REACTOR CORES
UK Review Paper

K.W. BRINDLEY
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United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
Risley, Warrington,
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarises the consideration that has been given in the UK to the
following factors that affect the dynamic behaviour of fast reactor cores:
fuel design - Pu/u homogeneity, fuel expansion, fuel-clad gaps, uranium
fraction. Structural response - CR supports, diagrid, sub-assembly bowing
sodium expansion coefficients - low void cores including heterogenous cores.
Calculational methods and models are outlined and some experimental results
are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are differences in the components of reactivity feedback of PFR and CDFR
(see Table 1), partly through the different size (factor 5 on power) and
partly because our increased understanding of LMFBRs has led us to make design
changes for CDFR. A particular example of the latter is the neutron induced
voidage (niv) swelling in steel that was discovered too late to be fully taken
into account in PFR, which was designed to have a free-standing core. In the
event niv swelling leads to interaction between sub-assemblies in PFR well
before the design burn-up limit is reached. CDFR has been designed for such
interaction from the start, with restraints on radial movement of the upper
sections of the sub-assemblies.

Measurements in PFR were carried out to demonstrate that it is stable and safe
to operate, and they also serve to validate to some extent the methods and data
used for dynamic analysis of CDFR. Because of the differences in reactivity
coefficients, a considerable amount of extra work has been necessary for CDFR,
and this paper concentrates mainly on that.

2. FUEL DESIGN

The design of fuel for large commercial fast reactors in the UK has evolved
over two decades, taking into account irradiation experience in DFR and PFR.
At all stages consideration has been given to the effect of design changes on
the dynamic response of the core.

2.1 Doppler Time Constants

Early consideration was given to the effect of non-uniformity of enrichment in
the fuel column on the time constant of Doppler feedback. Physical separation
of Pu from U delays the Doppler feedback in a power transient and so adversely
affects safety. In the event, with pelleted fuel, chemical problems of
dissolution of PUO2/UO2 containing more than about 40% PuO2> called for a more
stringent specification for micro-homogeneity with regard to size and
composition than did the Doppler feedback time constant.

However, fuel manufacturers in the UK have developed a vibro-gel fuel
production process which they prefer to the sintered pellet route. Spherical
fuel particles of two different sizes are used to achieve an 80% packing
fraction in the pin. The smaller of the two components would constitute a
health hazard, if it contained Pu so U is favoured for this. This has been
found to have a small but deleterious effect C V 10%) on the Doppler feed
back in fast transients compared with particles of uniform enrichment (Ref 1).

2.2 Fuel Expansion

Fuel spacers were incorporated in the design of fuel pins at one time at
quartile intervals over the core height, to reduce reactivity changes from
fuel movements inside the cladding, and to obtain a definite negative ^
reactivity coefficient by tying the fuel to the can. Kinetics calculations
reported in Ref 2 established that these were not essential to the safety
argument, so they were removed from the design.

O
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With no axial restraint on the fuel column inside the can, gaps could arise _^ ss
which are considered undesirable, because they could collapse in the reactor O> 3
adding undesirable amounts of reactivity. Physical restraint barriers are S
therefore incorporated at the top and bottom of the fuel column, the top one =
being movable to accommodate differential swelling. This does not prevent =
completely gaps arising which can cause a non-linearity in fuel expansion,
as was reported in 1964 for DFR (Ref 3). The feedback attributable to
cumulative axial expansion of the metallic fuel column was reduced by a factor
4 for small reactivity perturbations, after irradiation, due to adhesion
between fuel and clad. Irregularities in the surfaces of fuel pins appeared
to absorb the initial movement imposed by thermal changes to the extent of
10~2 mm per surface. A similar effect is expected with oxide fuel. The radio-
graphs of PFR/TREAT fuel show some imperfections in the fuel stack which may
be important in detailed modelling. In which case idealised models of
concentric pellets and clad over the fuel pin length may be at variance with
the real situation. This relates only to particular transients but not in
normal operating conditions.

In the UK it is considered desirable to allow for fuel expansion before,
during and after melting. The transient performance with high fuel smear
densities is expected to be impaired. A continuous central hole in pellets could
have a major beneficial effect in a transient over-power situation.
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2.3 Uranium Fraction

Uranium fraction influences both the Doppler constant and sodium void
reactivity, but apart from low void reactivity cores which are considered below
separately, the effects are small and are considered to be secondary to the
effects on breeding gain and costs. The uranium fraction is therefore
optimised to achive maximum system benefit from fast reactors, within the
constraint of allowing for fuel expansion in the can.

2.4 Fuel-clad Gap

Information on fuel-clad gap and interface conductance is available from
theoretical and experimental sources. At the moment there is a difference
between these which is consistent with the observation that fuel-clad gaps
in PFR-irradiated pins are larger than expected. It is likely that this
difference will be reconciled as more information from PFR, CABRI and
PFR-TREAT programmes and other sources becomes available. It is hoped that
this will result in interface conductance data acceptable for reactor design
purposes. A survey of presently available data suggests a value of about
6 kW/m2 °C for low burn-up fuel with a variation by factors of 2 to 3
according to rating and transient temperature conditions. At high burn-up
results vary more widely and values as high as 40 kW/m C have been
predicted but a more reasonable upper limit might be 25 kW/m C.

The effect of variations in gap conductance in these ranges on the dynamic
behaviour using FUTURE 3 are being examined. Initially values varying
according to rating and/or burn-up but fixed in time are being used but
consideration is also being given to time variation according to predictions
from the fuel life code FRUMP.

3. STRUCTURAL RESPONSES

The time constants of reactivity feedback from structural components are
comparatively long from a safety point of view, unless the design is
complicated to make the feedback more effective. In the UK consideration has
been given to the effect on dynamic responses of the following structural
components.

3.1 Diagrid Expansion

With a core supported by the diagrid alone, as in PFR, expansion of the diagrid
increases the core diameter, which causes a reduction in reactivity through
the increased neutron leakage. The magnitude of the effect for CDFR is
-1.1 x 1G~5 /°C. It would require a rise of 300 C to prevent sodium boiling
and 700°C to shut the reactor down from full power from this effect alone.
Because of the thickness of the diagrid plates and the coolant transit time
around the circuit, it is slow acting. In order to avoid sodium boiling on

pump run down from the diagrid expansion effect, the pump halving time would
have to exceed 100 seconds! The value proposed for CDFR is 9 seconds, so
this would require the addition of a substantial amount of inertia.

3.2 Core Restraint

Core restraint ring expansion at the upper restraint plane permits the sub-
assemblies to expand outwards at their tops in a transient, and hence causes
a reduction in reactivity. The thickness of the restraint ring is likely to
be greater than that of the diagrid plates, so again it would be slow acting.
On CDFR it is proposed to cool the restraint ring in order to reduce the
thermal shock to it on tripping the reactor, so this effect will be small.

3.3 Bowing

Bowing of sub-assemblies caused by the differential effect on the wrapper
temperature of the radial power gradient, introduces a small negative power
coefficient in a free-standing core. In a core restrained at a plane above the
active core, the bowing produces an inward movement of the core and hence
positive^reactivity feedback. Inward bowing is reduced by adding another
restraint plane above the core, separated axially from the first, but the
loads across the sub-assembly are increased. With two restraint planes the
sub-assemblies compact inwards at the lower plane under irradiation until
the gaps are closed, which then permits thermal expansion outwards, which
opposes the effect on reactivity of inward bowing. The necessity to
accommodate manufacturing tolerances gives rise to radial clearances which
have a pronounced effect on bowing reactivity until the clearances are
taken up by dilation or thermal expansion. The designer has a wide range
of variables at his disposal, and can, for given swelling and creep rules,
achieve acceptable loads on the sub-assemblies with acceptable amounts of
positive bowing reactivity. The latter is restricted to a fraction of a
dollar on CDFR, which is substantially less than the uncertainty arising from
uncertainties in Doppler and sodium void reactivities over the same power
range. At full power, clearance gaps are closed, and expansion of the
restraint planes gives an overall negative reactivity response from the
wrapper to further rises in temperature.

3.4 Control Rod

Control rod support expansion causes the rods to be inserted further as the
temperature increases with top supported absorber rods, which provides a
negative power coefficient. Time delays of 5 to 50 seconds may be expected,
with a substantial attenuation of the temperature rise on timescales of
concern in certain transients unless the designer deliberately promotes flow
around a substantial length of the support tube. It is then possible to
provide a significant inherent mechanism for reducing the severity of slowly
developing whole core accidents, such as control rod runaway and primary pump
run down accidents. Combined with other structural expansions the potential
benefits are: the delay in (or avoidance of) boiling in flow rundown transients,
and the extended timescale and hence possible termination of slow reactivity
transients.
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4. SODIUM EXPANSION COEFFICIENT

The positive sodium expansion coefficient arising from a reduction in neutron
absorption and moderation can be reduced by reducing the amount of sodium in
the core. A minimum amount of sodium is present between sub-assemblies, just
sufficient to accommodate dilation by niv swelling and irradiation creep, and
manufacturing tolerances. The proportion of sodium inside the wrapper is
determined by performance limitations, and for designs optimised for cost and
system benefit there is little if any scope for reducing it. Substantial
reductions in sodium expansion coefficients require a substantial change in
spectrum or leakage. These are considered under low sodium void reactivity
designs.

5. EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION

5.1 Doppler Reactivity

An assessment of the accuracy of methods of calculating Doppler effects using
UK data and methods was presented by Butland in 1979 at the Symposium on Fast
Reactor Physics at Aix-en-Provence (Ref 4). This was based on the analysis of
experiments in SEFOR, some Japanese FCA perturbation measurements, and
measurements in ZEBRA. Theoretical studies of additional effects in power
reactors not covered by these analyses were also required. The uncertainties
from this assessment are shown in Table 2. They are applicable to homogeneous
cores.

5.2 Sodium-Voiding Reactivity

An assessment of the accuracy of calculations of the sodium void effect in
homogeneous cores was also presented by Butland at the Aix-en-Provence
Symposium (Ref 5). This was based on the analysis of experiments in ZEBRA,
together with theoretical studies of additional effects in power reactors. The
uncertainties and adjustment factors are shown in Table 3. Extensive
measurements of sodium voiding effects in heterogeneous cores have been made in
the BIZET experiments in ZEBRA. These are being used to make an assessment
of the accuracy of calculations of sodium void reactivity. Allowances are
made for these uncertainties in safety studies.

5.3 Experimental Measurements of
Reactivity Feedback in PFR

Measurements on PFR reported by Lord and Webster (Ref 6) show a non-linearity
in power coefficient in excess of that expected from the variation in Doppler
effect, similar to that reported for BN35O and Phenix. They found that this
could be accounted for by assuming that the fuel expands according to the
centre fuel temperature at low power and the edge fuel or clad temperatures at
high power, and there is an increase in the fuel-clad conductance with power.

Investigations of the dynamic response of the PFR core have been restricted
to the analysis of reactivity ramps produced by motoring the control rods at
power and in a few instances dropping a control rod 120 mm. By suitable choice

of fuel expansion model and fuel-clad conductance, good agreement is obtained
between measured and calculated reactivity feedback (Ref 6). A number of
tests have been carried out at low power under natural circulation conditions
to establish the reactor's behaviour, and these have provided useful information
on various components of reactivity feedback (Ref 6). Expansion of control
rod supports was found to be a major negative feedback mechanism, sufficient
to suggest that the reactor may be able to survive the unlikely event of
complete loss of primary pump supplies without an accompanying reactor trip
but the coolant temperature would be very high.

6. MODELS AND CALCULATION ROUTES

6.1 Point Kinetics Models

A basic code used in fast reactor transient analysis work (prior to boiling
and can failure) is FUTURE 3 (Ref 7). This uses the point kinetics approximation
with solution by full backwards differencing of the neutron power equation
and partial backwards differencing of the delayed neutron precursor equations.
Multi-channel heat transfer equations for fuel (multinode), can, coolant
(flowing and by-pass) and sub-assembly wrapper are solved using an option
selectable from a range of one step schemes (forwards, backwards and inter-
mediate differencing). A two level time stepping procedure (short steps of
order 10"4 to 10~2 s for point kinetics and longer steps by a factor of 10
to 100 for temperatures) is used presently in input mode (automation is to be
considered). An additional feature is allowance of heat transfer between
channels for a radial simulation of the reactor. In this case backwards
differencing is the preferred temperature calculation option.
Reactivity feedback simulation of fuel, can, coolant and wrapper expansion,
Doppler effect, control rod support and sub-assembly diagrid expansion and
sub-assembly radial displacement is included. The coefficients for
reactivity effects are prepared automatically from standard perturbation
calculations by a linking code which writes data in the appropriate format
to a file for FUTURE 3 input. Another subsidiary code used is a steady
state pin characterisation code which produces heat transfer data (allowing
for restructuring if necessary) again as a data file for FUTURE 3 input.

Recently we have become concerned to model reactivity feedback due to sub-
assembly displacement more mechanistically than was done in FUTURE 3
(temperature coefficients were required as input). To this end a linked
code called CRAFT (Ref 8) has been produced which includes as modules FUTURE 3
and TRAMP. The latter code calculates sub-assembly movements along a radial
spoke of the reactor due to changes in wrapper temperature. The FUTURE 3
channels are extended for wrapper temperature calculation only allowing
mixing of coolant and by-pass effects and also specifically calculating
restraint plane temperatures. Transfer between modules of wrapper temperatures
(each side of sub-assemblies) one way and displacement feedback the other is
governed by changes in wrapper temperatures. Coefficients relating reactivity
change to sub-assembly movement are required as input.

A complete radial spoke model of a fast reactor core and breeder (assumed
constructed of hexagonal sub-assemblies) can now be set up which will model



transients including bowing with a number of restraint planes. A typical
model for CDFR has 21 channels (made up of 14 actual sub-assemblies with 6
additional edge channels and one hot channel). Transient calculations for
this model on the ICL 2982 take a few minutes only. A data file handling
scheme is being set up which should result in a fully automated data
preparation route for FUTURE 3.

A code which can be used in similar areas to FUTURE 3 is FRAX-3. This is
basically a whole core accident code so that besides covering the pre-failure
sections of transients it includes modelling of processes such as boiling,
can failure, molten fuel movement, etc. Comparisons with FUTURE-3 have been
made for step additions of reactivity, rapid flow run-down and with SPARK
(Ref 9) for a slow reactivity addition leading to coolant voiding. The
addition of a model (PINEX) dealing with molten fuel motion prior to pin
failure gives an added incentive for more use of FRAX for pre-failure transients.

6.2 Spatial Kinetics Models

To deal with situations for which point kinetics may be thought inappropriate
a spatial kinetics code SPARK (Ref 9) is available. This incorporates the
same temperature equation set-up and solution section as in FUTURE-3. However
the neutronics equations solved are the full multigroup diffusion theory ones
in one, two or three space dimensions using the improved quasistatic method.
This method factors the dependence of the solution into slowly varying
(shape function) and rapidly varying (amplitude function) parts. Use is made
of the same point kinetics algorithm as in FUTURE 3 for the amplitude function.
The equation for the shape function reduces under these assumptions to the
steady state diffusion equation with a source term. A multi-level time
stepping procedure is used with short steps for the point kinetics and longer
ones by selectable factors for temperatures and for shape functions.
Reactivity feedback for expansion of fuel, clad and sodium are allowed.
Since the code accesses a multigroup shielded cross-section library the
Doppler effect is directly allowed for by setting up parameters at specific
temperatures in the range of interest in the steady state.

The code has been applied to various spatial kinetics problems (Ref 10)
and more recently compared with a whole core accident (Ref 11). There is
now a time-dependent multigroup transport theory option available in SPARK
(Ref 12) in which the flux is expanded as a series of spherical harmonics
before making the quasi-static approximation.

7. LOW SODIUM VOID REACTIVITY DESIGNS

7.1 General Considerations

A review has been carried out recently (Ref 13) of the effect of design changes
in hypothetical core disruptive accidents (HCDAs) with particular emphasis on
a comparison between conventional and low sodium void coefficient designs. This
showed that the adoption of such designs introduces additional potential safety
problems in normal operation and gives reduced self-protection against less
improbable reactivity addition faults. Furthermore it is suggested that under
realistic assumptions there is little convincing work done to show that reactors

with lower sodium void coefficients offer genuine advantages even in HCDA 32
situations. This is because of the extreme nature of HCDAs in which removal of
sodium can lead to large-scale disruption of the remaining core components,
fuel and steel, which have far greater reactivity effects.

7.2 Comparison of Homogeneous and
Heterogeneous Designs

Several heterogeneous core designs for CDFR have been proposed at various times
including multi-annular cores, sandwich cores (axial sub-division by breeder),
enclosed breeder, cartwheel design and island cores. All these were aimed at
reducing the sodium void coefficient and tended to have an associated decrease
in the value of the Doppler constant.

Initially the dynamic behaviour of such designs was considered by modifying
FUTURE data for the homogeneous design of CDFR (principally the Dopper constant
and sodium density coefficient) to lie within the range of parameters for such
designs (Ref 14). Results showed that there was no significant effect on reactor
safety for refuelling, rod runaway or loss of flow faults assuming trip action
occurs. However there is a significant loss of self-protection against
reactivity steps (pro rata with the reduction of the Doppler constant). A
detailed comparison of dynamic behaviour for a specific double annular core
design with the homogeneous design confirmed the findings of the parameter
survey work.

8. OVERALL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

8.1 Kinetics Calculations for the
Restrained Core Design of CDFR

A wide-ranging series of transients has been calculated with the CRAFT code
using tripped and untripped conditions to investigate the response of a
restrained core design (Ref 15). A major objective of the work was to
establish whether predictions of the safety characteristics of CDFR differ
significantly from a previous study, this earlier study was based on a
free-standing core for which the potentially deleterious effects of positive
reactivity feedback from sub-assembly bowing were not present.

The transients considered include flow step reductions, flow run down,
control rod withdrawal and reactivity steps. In general terms the change to
a restrained core design has not led to a significant change in the safety
characteristics of CDFR. Bowing feedback reactivities are fairly small and
appear to worsen the self-protection of the reactor only marginally.

The effect of variations in pump run -down characteristic (halving times
from 3 to 9 seconds), lower restraint plane gap sizes (from 0.28 mm to 0.78 mm)
and initial sub-assembly shape (straight or bowed due to creep and irradiation)
have been studied.

8.2 Desirable Safety Characteristics

The conventional design has evolved mainly through economic and strategic
considerations supported by engineering to achieve a design of high reliability



at minimum cost. Apart from the study of designs specifically oriented towards
the achievement of low coolant voidage reactivity characteristics, the
preferred design of CDFR has not been overly influenced deliberately towards
any overall set of feedback characteristics. Analysis of the conventional
design indicates that its reactivity feedback characteristics are satisfactory.
These are a sensibly high value of the Doppler constant for the core, negative
fuel and clad expansion feedback which can be relied' on in normal operation, a
sodium density feedback which is unavoidably positive but restricted by having
the sodium content as low as is compatible with other design requirements and
a bowing reactivity feedback which is positive only for restricted power/flow
regimes but deliberately small in magnitude. With these coefficients, and the
highly reliable automatic protective system proposed for CDFR, it is considered
that an adequate safety case can be made. Rather than achieve diversity of
protective systems by channelling hot coolant into the above core structure
and lengthening the pump rundown time by adding an order of magnitude to the
pump inertia, on CDFR a diverse absorber rod shut down system has been added
which is hydraulically operated from beneath the core. This provides
protection for a greater range of transients, including transients at shut down,
and avoids the thermal shock problems that would be created in the above core
structure on tripping the reactor, by the flow of core outlet cocjlant into
parts of the above core structure. Neither would we like to preclude at this
stage the possibility of further ameliorating thermal shock problems at the
bottom of the above core structure by tripping pumps on tripping the reactor.
This would lead to safety complications and it is not clear that it would give
a net safety benefit.

The above approach results in a reasonable balance between optimised breeding
and economics performance on one hand and desirable safety characteristics on
the other.
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TABLE 2

UNCERTAINTIES IN THE CALCULATED POWER
REACTOR FUEL DOPPLER CONSTANT

Flooded

Voided

Uncertainty (1^» )

300 - 670K

±18%

+25%

670 - 1370K

+15*

+22%

1370 - 5700K

±18%

+25%

TABLE $

ACCURACY OF SODIUM-VOID
CALCULATIONS IN POWER REACTORS

Relative
Value

Non-leakage term 1

Axial-leakage term -0.1

Radial-leakage term -0.25

Adjustment Uncertainty (1 sd) in Factor
Factor when Calculation in Dollars

1.04 ±0.05

0.89 ±0.08

1.00 +0.20

TABLE 1

REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS OF PFR AND CDFR

PFR core
PFR total
CDFR core

Dopper constant
(10-3)
- 4.0
- 6.4
- 8.5

CDFR total -10.4

Temperature expansion coefficients (10 per C)
Fuel + can
-4.6
-4.6
-1.8
-1.1

Sodium
-1.0
-1.1
+5.9
+4.8

Diagrid CR Support

-11.4

-11.4

-2.7
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OVERVIEW OF
HOMOGENEOUS VERSUS HETEROGENEOUS
CORE CONFIGURATION TRADE-OFF STUDIES

Y.I. CHANG
Applied Physics Division,
Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois,
United States of America

The most significant development in core design trend in the U.S. LMFBR
program has been the increased attention given to the heterogeneous core
design concept. In recent years, numerous core configuration trade-off
studies have been carried out to quantify advantages and disadvantages of the
heterogeneous concept relative to the homogeneous concept, and a consensus is
emerging among the U.S. core designers. It appears that the technical and
economic performance differences between homogeneous and heterogeneous core
designs are very small; however, the heterogeneous concept provides a
definite safety/licensing advantage.

The technical and economic performance comparison between homogeneous
and heterogeneous core configurations is difficult to quantify. In fact, in
most cases, the perceived advantages and/or disadvantages are dictated by the
consistency in the comparison (optimized for one concept versus nonoptimized
for the other, etc.) rather than by any inherent differences. Some of the
technical and economic issues relevant to the homogeneous versus heteroge-
neous comparison are summarized below.

Breeding Ratio and Doubling Time: The comparison of breeding perfor-
mance between homogeneous and heterogeneous core configurations is very
sensitive to the design groundrules applied for the comparison: for example,
whether the pin diameter is fixed or allowed to be reoptimized; If reopti-
mized, with respect to what constraints, etc. The minimum doubling time
attainable is about the same with either design concept. The doubling time
of the heterogeneous concept is less sensitive to the choice of pin diameter,
hence providing an advantage in terms of flexibility.

Nuclear Performance: The spatial flux and power distributions in heter-
ogeneous cores are inherently more sensitive to changes in composition,
loading pattern, etc., as compared to homogeneous cores. Control rod worth
is reduced in heterogeneous designs because of hardened spectra, hence the
number of control rods may have to be increased. On the other hand, the
reactivity swing is reduced in heterogeneous designs.

Fuel Cycle Cost: There is very little difference between the two
concepts because of the trade-offs involved: increased fissile loading and
Increased number of blankets versus reduced number of driver fuel, etc.

X
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Faat Neutron Fluenee: The fluence/burnup ratio is reduced substantially

for the heterogeneous concept, which is an advantage in developing fuel for
extended burnup capability.

Thermal Striping: There is a potential for increased thermal striping
problem in the upper internals structure of the heterogeneous design because
of the thermal gradients that exist between the driver fuel and internal
blankets. The heterogeneous design may also require additional core exit
instrumentation.

Core Restraint: Because of the thermal gradients that exist between the
fuel and internal blanket assemblies, the bowing of assemblies in the hetero-
geneous core could be dominated by creep rather than by irradiation induced
swelling. Hence, a different core restraint design may be required for the
heterogeneous core, and a careful evaluation of the bowing reactivity effect
is required.

Reactivity Coefficients: It is a well-documented fact that the sodium
void reactivity in the heterogeneous design can be reduced by as much as a
factor of two relative to an equivalent homogeneous design. However, the
Doppler coefficient Is also slightly reduced in the heterogeneous design.

As discussed above, the differences in technical and economic perfor-
mance characteristics between homogeneous and heterogeneous concepts are
rather small, each concept has advantages as well as disadvantages, and there
Is no overriding reason to favor one over the other. However, the safety and
licensing implications of the lower sodium void reactivity for the heteroge-
neous concept requires a further elaboration.

One of the safety design objectives is to provide design features that would
limit the energy release in the event of a hypothetical core disruptive acci-
dent (HCDA). The energetics during an HCDA is strongly influenced by whether
or not the net reactivity exceeds prompt criticality during the initiating
phase. This condition is largely dictated by the degree the negative Doppler
feedback is overriden by the positive sodium void reactivity, both of which
increase with time.

The reduced sodium void reactivity and the incoherency in sodium voiding
In the heterogeneous design result in a relatively benign energetics behavior
for most loss-of-flow and transient overpower accident sequences.1*2 The com-
bination of this safety/licensing advantage and the small difference in the
technical and economic issues between homogeneous and heterogeneous cores
led to the adaptation of the heterogeneous core as the reference concept in
recent U.S. designs.
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